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n-species Totally Asymmetric Zero-Rang Process  
(n-TAZRP)
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n=3 example
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We consider n-TAZRP on 1D periodic chain, which is 
a Markov process governed by the master equation

Local Markov matrix :

Markov matrix :

Local state (site variable)



Probability of the configuration at time t

Set of configurations in the sector m=(m1,. . ., mn)
ma = #(species a particles)



Probability of the configuration at time t

Problem in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics 

Stochastic dynamics of n-species particles with priority constraint 
within the same departure site  (zero-range interaction) 

Set of configurations in the sector m=(m1,. . ., mn)
ma = #(species a particles)



Associated with Stochastic R matrix for 

Probability of the configuration at time t

Problem in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics 

Stochastic dynamics of n-species particles with priority constraint 
within the same departure site  (zero-range interaction) 

These features become most manifest for multispecies setting  n>1 

Example of Integrable Probability: 

Matrix product construction of Steady State         tetrahedron equation

Today’s main topic

(arXiv:1604:08304)Uq(A(1)
n)

Set of configurations in the sector m=(m1,. . ., mn)
ma = #(species a particles)



Steady states:   H |P>=0

Each sector  m has the unique steady state 

Example from 3-TAZRP

(L = chain length,  m = sector，C = cyclic shift)

n=1-TAZRP has trivial (uniform) steady states



Result: Matrix product formula

F = Fock space of q-boson at q=0

Steady state probability 

TAZRP operators 
Piece of layer transfer matrices of 3D lattice model 
satisfying Tetrahedron equation

acts on by

q-boson and Fock space



n=2 Example

TAZRP operators 
=                          valued partition function of region

Edges summed over 



. . . Highly non-local relation

Derivation
To show the steady state condition for TAZRP operators 



Strategy of the proof

. . . Highly non-local relation

Bilinear relations of 
layer  transfer matrices

Tetrahedron equation 
(Single local relation)

q        0

Derivation
To show the steady state condition for TAZRP operators 



Layer transfer matrix with boundary condition  b, i

All black edges except  b, i are summed over 

Each 3D vertex is a q-boson acting on the Fock space on the blue lines

n = 3 Example



3D R-operators



3D R-operators

Define 3D R-operators , : by



Fact (reducible to Kapranov-Voevodsky 1994)

As operators on the tetrahedron eq. holds:



Fact (reducible to Kapranov-Voevodsky 1994)

As operators on the tetrahedron eq. holds:

Background and relevant topics:

Intertwiner of Soibelman’s represetations of  quantized coordinate ring of SL4

Transition coefficients of the PBW bases of

Quantum geometry interpretation (Bazhanov-Mangazeev-Sergeev 2008)



Theorem (Bilinear relation of layer transfer matrices)

Generalizes the commutativity corresponding to s = r = (0,…,0)



Theorem (Bilinear relation of layer transfer matrices)

Follows from repeated applications of the tetrahedron eq. 

Generalizes the commutativity corresponding to s = r = (0,…,0)



At q=0, Layer transfer matrix is frozen to TAZRP operators 

(n=3 example)

TAZRP operator



At q=0, Layer transfer matrix is frozen to TAZRP operators 

(n=3 example)

Stationary condition 
for TAZRP operators  

Bilinear relation of 
layer transfer matrices

Tetrahedron eq.
q=0

TAZRP operator



Concluding remarks

Tetrahedron:  3D R operator                   3D L operator 

Yang-Baxter:                   R matrix for                        R matrix for 
symm. tensor rep.          anti-symm. tensor rep.    

Markov process:               n-TAZRP  n-TASEP
( today’s talk)             (arXiv:1506.04490, 1509.09018) 

A parallel story holds for 
n-species Totally Asymmetric Simple Exclusion Process (n-TASEP)

TAZRP and TASEP correspond to the two situations in which 
type A quantum R matrices are factorized into solutions of 
the tetrahedron equation as follows:



Integrable origin of  n-TAZRP

n-TAZRP Uq(A(1)
n)-Zero Range Process

associated with Stochastic R matrix m = 0

Matrix elements generalize Povolotsky’s
transition rate for q-Hahn process (n=1) 

Quantum R matrix in a special gauge 
satisfying the axioms of Markov matrix  

g =(1,0,2)

b=(2,3,3)

q=0

(K-Mangazeev-Maruyama-Okado, arXiv:1604.08304)



Matrix product formula for Uq(A(1)
2)-ZRP

(Discrete time Markov process with inhomogeneity  m1 , . . ., mL )

(K-Okado, arXiv:1608.02779)



q=0, mi =0 case agrees with the tetrahedron result for 2-TAZRP 

A q-boson representation of Zamolodchikov-Faddeev algebra

Uq(A(1)
2) Stochastic R matrix

satisfying an auxiliary condition

Matrix product formula for Uq(A(1)
2)-ZRP

(Discrete time Markov process with inhomogeneity  m1 , . . ., mL )

(K-Okado, arXiv:1608.02779)


